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Selection of criteria for multi-criteria decision making of
reservoir ﬂood control operation
Feilin Zhu, Ping-an Zhong, Yimeng Sun and Bin Xu

ABSTRACT
In reservoir ﬂood control operation, selection of criteria is an important part of the multi-criteria
decision making (MCDM) procedure. This paper proposes a method to select criteria for MCDM of
reservoir ﬂood control operation based on the back-propagation (BP) neural network. According to
the concept of ideal and anti-ideal points, we propose a method to generate training samples of the
BP neural network via stochastic simulation. The topological structure of a three-layer BP neural
network used for criteria selection is established. The relative importance of criteria is derived via the
learned connection weights of a trained BP neural network, and its calculation method is proposed.
The sensitivity curve method is employed to conduct sensitivity analysis, and the relative
contribution ratio is deﬁned to quantify the relative sensitivity strength of each criterion. We present
the principle and threshold value of criteria selection based on the comprehensive discrimination
index deﬁned by the combination of the relative importance and relative contribution ratio. The
Pubugou reservoir is selected as the case study. The results show that the proposed method can
provide an effective tool for decision makers to select criteria before MCDM modeling of reservoir
ﬂood control operation.
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INTRODUCTION
Reservoir ﬂood control operation is an important non-engin-

non-inferior alternatives in advance by multi-objective

eering measure in the ﬂood management of river basins,

optimization models (Ouyang et al. ; Luo et al. ),

which is complicated in nature because it involves many

then a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) model is

conﬂicting factors resulting from technical, environmental,

used to rank these non-inferior alternatives against multiple

social and political concerns (Chou & Wu ). Reservoir

criteria so that the preferred alternative can be determined

ﬂood control operation needs to simultaneously optimize

and the ﬁnal ﬂood control decision can be made. Generally,

several incommensurable and often conﬂicting objectives,

the MCDM process of reservoir ﬂood control operation

such as ﬂood control, water supply, hydropower generation,

comprises the following steps: (1) generate alternatives

navigation, irrigation, ecology and so on. It is impractical or

using ﬂood control operation models; (2) select criteria;

even impossible to obtain a single optimal solution that sim-

(3) calculate the performance values of alternatives against

ultaneously optimizes all of these objectives due to the

the selected criteria; (4) weight the criteria; (5) rank the

presence of multiple conﬂicting objectives (Cheng & Chau

alternatives via MCDM models; (6) perform sensitivity

; Qin et al. ; Malekmohammadi et al. ).

analysis; (7) make the ﬁnal decision (Hajkowicz & Collins

Instead, a more practical way is to generate some feasible

).
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Numerous methods have been developed to solve

The back-propagation (BP) neural network is one kind of

MCDM problems since the 1960s. Hajkowicz & Collins

the most widely applied feedforward neural networks, in

() classiﬁed these methods into six categories: (1)

which a gradient descent algorithm is used for network train-

multi-criteria value functions; (2) outranking approaches;

ing (Hassoun ). The BP neural network is a distributed

(3) distance to ideal point methods; (4) pairwise compari-

information processing system with the ability to store experi-

sons; (5) fuzzy set analysis; (6) tailored methods. In recent

ential knowledge obtained by network learning and make it

years, many researchers have also proposed new MCDM

available for future use (Parasuraman et al. ). BP neural

methods or improved the existing techniques, and applied

networks allow nonlinear mapping between inputs and out-

them in the ﬁeld of reservoir ﬂood control operation

puts. Inputs are weighted and processed through nodes.

(Cheng & Chau , ; Chen & Hou ; Yu et al.

Networks are commonly trained using the error-back propa-

; Fu ; Wang et al. ; Zhu et al. a, b). In

gation algorithm by adjusting connection weights to

the MCDM of reservoir ﬂood control operation, criteria

minimize errors between network outputs and target outputs.

are typically employed to measure the performance of

Therefore, information about the system is ﬁnally stored in

each alternative from different aspects, such as utilization

connection weights. In this paper, we study the network’s

efﬁciency of ﬂood resources, ﬂood control safety of reser-

weights to assess the relative importance of inputs.

voirs and downstream protected regions, etc. Selection of

This paper aims to propose a method to select criteria

criteria is referred to structuring the MCDM problems,

for MCDM of reservoir ﬂood control operation based on

and is the most important part of MCDM in view of the

the BP neural network. The novel aspects and main contri-

fact that selected criteria will directly inﬂuence the

butions of this study are as follows: (1) the method to

MCDM results (Howard ; Hajkowicz & Collins ;

generate training samples of the BP neural network is devel-

Durbach & Stewart ; Wang et al. ). Traditionally,

oped based on the concepts of ideal and anti-ideal points; (2)

the criteria are selected only via subjective judgments and

the topological structure of the BP neural network used for

then used for MCDM modeling directly (Cheng & Chau

criteria selection is established; (3) deﬁnitions and calcu-

, ; Chen & Hou ; Yu et al. ; Fu ;

lation methods for the relative importance and relative

Wang et al. ). The selection of criteria mentioned here

contribution ratio of criteria are proposed; (4) the principle

does not refer to this subjective way of selection, but a com-

and threshold value of criteria selection are presented.

prehensive and quantitative examination of criteria. During

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The ‘Meth-

the selection process, the criteria should be examined from

odology’ section consists of ﬁve subsections: (1) generating

two aspects. Firstly, each criterion has different contri-

training samples of the BP neural network; (2) designing

butions to the ﬁnal MCDM results, namely, each criterion

the topological structure of the BP neural network; (3) iden-

has inherently different degrees of importance. Some cri-

tifying the relative importance of criteria; (4) sensitivity

teria may contribute more to the MCDM results, while

analysis; (5) principle of criteria selection. The next section

some criteria may contribute less. Secondly, changes in

presents the results of a case study using the proposed meth-

the value of each criterion may lead to different responses

odology, followed by discussions and conclusions in the

of MCDM results, that is, the MCDM results have different

ﬁnal section.

sensitivity strength to each criterion. Before MCDM modeling, those criteria with a small importance degree and
sensitivity strength can be regarded as redundant criteria

METHODOLOGY

and should not be selected, because they do not strongly
inﬂuence the MCDM results. Although plenty of methods

Generating training samples of the BP neural network

are available to solve an MCDM problem of reservoir
ﬂood control operation once it has been structured, little

The core of criteria selection is to enable BP neural net-

attention has been paid to help decision makers select cri-

works to evaluate ﬂood control operation alternatives as

teria in the ﬁrst place.

MCDM models, and this can be achieved through network
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training. The training process of the BP neural network aims

3. Generate the input data of the BP neural network

to establish a nonlinear mapping between the input and

through stochastic simulation. Generate k random num-

output layer so that each input vector can produce output

bers following the uniform distribution ug ∼ U(0, 1),

values that are as close as possible to the target output

g ¼ 1, 2, …, k, the value of k can be determined according

desired.

to the accuracy requirement of network training. For

The concept of ideal and anti-ideal points has been

each simulation, a unique ug is used for all criteria. Ran-

widely employed to solve MCDM problems according to

domly sample the criteria values between the ideal and

the principle that the best alternative should be the one as

anti-ideal alternatives by the following equation:

close as possible to the ideal alternative and as far as possible from the anti-ideal alternative. The so-called ideal and

þ

xgj ¼ xþ
j  (xj  xj ) × ug

(3)

anti-ideal alternatives are not real alternatives which are
physically meaningful, but suppositional alternatives used

In addition, take the ideal and anti-ideal alternatives

to characterize the upper and lower limit state of the alterna-

as two input data, then the input data of the BP neural

tive set (Hwang & Yoon ; Fu ). In this paper, the

network

ideal and anti-ideal alternatives are also deﬁned for ﬂood

j ¼ 1, 2,    , ng, where p is the sample size, p ¼ k þ 2.

control operation, based on this, we propose a method for

4. Calculate the Euclidean distances from each training

generating training samples by randomly sampling criteria

sample to the ideal and anti-ideal alternatives, as given

values between ideal and anti-ideal alternatives in order to

by:

meet the accuracy requirement of network training. Criteria
values of the training samples are chosen as the network
inputs, and the closeness coefﬁcient (Hwang & Yoon
), which is usually used to rank alternatives, is selected
as the comprehensive evaluation index, i.e., the network
output. The following steps are involved:

can

be

expressed

as

fxtj jt ¼ 1, 2,    , p;

8
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n
>
P
>
2
þ
>
d
¼
(xþ
>
t
>
j  xtj )
<
j¼1
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n
>
P
>
2

>
> dt ¼
(x
>
j  xtj )
:
j¼1

(4)

1. Use ﬂood control operation models to generate m

5. Calculate the closeness coefﬁcient ct by Equation (5).

mutually
non-dominating
alternatives,
i.e.,


xij ji ¼ 1, 2,    , m; j ¼ 1, 2,    , n , where m and n rep-

The closeness coefﬁcient ct ranges between 0 and 1,

resent

criteria,

training sample to the ideal and anti-ideal alternatives.

n
o
2. Determine the ideal alternative
xþ
2,    , n and
j j j ¼ 1, o
n
anti-ideal alternative x
j j j ¼ 1, 2,    , n . The ideal

The larger the ct is, the tth training sample is closer

the

number

of

alternatives

and

respectively.

point contains the best values for each criterion from

and

reﬂects

the

relative

distance

from

the

tth

to the ideal alternative and farther from the antiideal alternative, and then the better the tth training
sample is.

the set of alternatives while the anti-ideal point contains
the worst values. They set the upper and lower limit
state of all alternatives and are expressed as follows:
 
8
< max xij
1im
 
xþ
j ¼:
min xij
1im

dþ
t

d
t
þ d
t

(5)

6. In order to avoid the inﬂuence of dimension differences

For benefit or positive criteria
For cost or negative criteria

ct ¼

(1)

to the network training accuracy, the input data are
scaled to the range of [0, 1] by the linear normalization
approach (Shi ), expressed as follows:

 
8
< min xij
1im
 
x
j ¼
: max xij
1im

For benefit or positive criteria
For cost or negative criteria
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where xtj and xtj are the original and normalized input data,

hidden neurons that can satisfactorily capture the nonlinear

respectively; x j max and x j min are the maximum and mini-

relationship existing between the input variables and the

mum values within the original input data, respectively.

output (Parasuraman et al. ). The number of hidden

The normalized criteria values xtj serve as the

neurons is usually determined by trial and error method

input data of the BP neural network, the closeness

with the objective of minimizing the cost function. In real-

coefﬁcient ct is selected as the network output, and

world applications, the trial and error method has a large

the ﬁnal training sample set cano be expressed as
n
xtj , ct jt ¼ 1, 2,    , p; j ¼ 1, 2,    , n .

computational burden and is time-consuming. Besides,
many empirical formulas are available to determine the
number of hidden neurons. In order to avoid extra compu-

Designing the topological structure of the BP neural

tational burden, this study uses the empirical formula

network

recommended by Lippmann () to determine the
number of hidden neurons, i.e., h ¼ 1 × (n þ 1).

The BP neural network consists of an input layer, one or

The input, hidden and output layers are connected in

more hidden layers and an output layer. The important

sequence with connection weights that determine the

issues in the establishment of topological structure include

strengths of the unidirectional connections. Symbolically,

the determination of hidden layer numbers, the number of

the architecture shown in Figure 1 can be represented as

hidden neurons (nodes) and the activation function. Kolmo-

BP (n: h: 1). The commonly used activation functions

gorov theorem has proved that the BP neural network with a

include linear, sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent function.

single hidden layer can approximate any continuous differ-

The established BP neural network makes use of the linear

entiable function and establish a nonlinear mapping

function in the input layer, and uses the sigmoid function

between the input and output layer. Therefore, this study

in the hidden and output layer. During the training process,

establishes a three-layer BP neural network, the topological

the connection weights are updated systematically by using

structure is illustrated in Figure 1. The number of neurons in

the error-back propagation algorithm and gradually con-

the input layer corresponds to the number of criteria, and

verge to values such that each input vector produces

the input data are the normalized criteria values. The

output values that are as close as possible to the target

output layer comprises only one neuron, and the target

output. The actual output is compared with the target

output is the closeness coefﬁcient of each training sample.

output, then the global error of the network is calculated

One of the important issues in developing a BP neural
network is the determination of the appropriate number of

by Equation (7). The training process stops until the prescribed training times or the error tolerance is reached.

E¼

p
X
(zt  ct )2
t¼1

2

(7)

where zt and ct are actual and target output of the tth training sample, respectively.

Identifying the relative importance of criteria
The BP neural network is commonly trained by adjusting
connection weights to minimize errors between network
outputs and target outputs. Therefore, for a trained BP
neural network, information about the system is ﬁnally
Figure 1

|

Schematic diagram of the three-layer BP neural network.
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method to identify the relative importance of criteria from a

For a given input vector X, f(α) and f(β s ) in Equation

trained BP neural network via the learned connection

(10) are constants. Comparing the importance degree of

weights.

the jth criterion and ( j þ 1)th criterion:

As shown in Figure 1, the input vector is expressed as
X ¼ (x1 , x2 ,    , xj ,    , xn )T , the output vector of the
hidden layer is expressed as Y ¼ (y1 , y2 ,    , ys ,    , yh )T , z

h
h
X
X
@z
@z
=
¼
(w js ws )=
(w(jþ1)s ws )
@xj @x jþ1 s¼1
s¼1

(11)

represents the actual output of the BP neural network. The
jth input neuron and sth hidden neuron are connected
with the connection weight w js . Similarly, ws is the connection weight between the sth hidden neuron and the output
neuron. Parameters θ s and θ represent the bias of corresponding neurons in the hidden and output layer,

It can be seen from Equation (11) that the connection
weights directly decide the relative importance between criteria. Therefore, we deﬁne the relative importance of the jth
criterion Rj as follows:

respectively. The initial connection weights and biases are
given randomly from the range (1, 1). The inputs are trans-

Rj ¼

formed to output by the following equations:

ys ¼ f(β s ) ¼ f(

n
X

h
X

jwds ws j=

s¼1

n X
h
X

jwds ws j

(12)

d¼1 s¼1

Considering that the initial connection weights are given

w js xj þ θs )

(8)

j¼1

randomly before network training, the learned connection
weights and the calculated Rj always show slight differences
during each training cycle. Consequently, the mean value of

z ¼ f(α) ¼ f(

h
X

ws ys þ θ)

(9)

s¼1

where β s represents the inputs of the hidden layer; α is the
inputs of the output layer; f() is the sigmoid function, i.e.,
0

f(x) ¼ 1=(1 þ ex ), and f (x) ¼ f(x)(1  f(x)).
The importance degree of the jth criterion to the network output is derived by the partial derivative of actual
output z to the jth component of the input vector X,
shown as follows:

Rj (denoted by Rj ) is used to represent the relative importance of the jth criterion as follows:

Rj ¼

N
1X
Rl
N l¼1 j

(13)

where N is the total number of training times; Rlj is the relative importance of the jth criterion during the lth training
cycle.
The larger the value of Rj , the more the jth criterion contributes to the MCDM results, making it inherently more

@z
@z @α
¼
¼ f(α)(1  f(α))
@xj @α @xj
¼ f(α)(1  f(α))

h
X
s¼1

ws

@

h
P

important than the other criteria.

(ws ys þ θ)

s¼1

@xj
Sensitivity analysis

@ys
@xj

In this section, we used the closeness coefﬁcient equation

h
X

@ys @β s
¼ f(α)(1  f(α))
ws
@β
s @xj
s¼1
¼ f(α)(1  f(α))

h
X

(i.e., Equation (5)) to conduct sensitivity analysis, and quan@

ws f(β s )(1  f(β s ))

n
P

¼ f(α)(1  f(α))

change of MCDM results.

j¼1

s¼1
h
X

tiﬁed the relative contribution ratio of criteria changes to the
(w js xj þ θ s )

Plenty of sensitivity analysis approaches, such as the

@xj

f(β s )(1  f(β s ))(w js ws )

s¼1
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Principle of criteria selection

), is used to calculate and plot the relative changes of
an input variable against the relative changes of the close-

The relative importance and relative contribution ratio intro-

ness coefﬁcient. The sensitivity curve method is similar to

duced above can reveal valuable information about the

the method of Morris, which is a so-called one-step-at-a-

degree of importance and sensitivity strength of criteria,

time method, meaning that in each run only one criterion

and provide necessary references for decision makers to

is given a new value and other criteria remain at their orig-

select appropriate criteria for MCDM modeling. During the

inal values. The procedures of conducting the sensitivity

criteria selection process, each criterion needs to be examined

analysis can be described as follows:

in terms of the relative importance and relative contribution
ratio, which may make decision makers feel perplexed to
X¼

select criteria via subjective judgment due to the fact that

(x1 , x2 ,    , xj ,    , xn ) . For the value of the jth criterion

some criteria may have a large relative importance but a

(denoted as xj ), we set nine scenarios for changes in xj

small relative contribution ratio. Consequently, it is necessary

by adjusting xj via delta changes, i.e., xj  ¼ xj (1 þ Δxj ),

to establish the principle and threshold value for criteria

Δxj ¼ 0, ± 5%, ± 10%, ± 15%, ± 20%.

selection. Here we deﬁne the comprehensive index Fj ,

(1) Assume

the

original

input

vector

is

T

(2) The corresponding new input vector is expressed as


X ¼ (x1 , x2 ,    ,

xj ,

T

   , xn ) . Then, the closeness coef-

which combines the relative importance and relative contribution ratio via a multiplying operator as follows:

ﬁcient is recalculated (denoted as c) under each
F j ¼ Rj × G j

changing scenario.

(16)

(3) The relative changes of each criterion against the relative changes of the closeness coefﬁcient are calculated

where Rj and Gj are the relative importance and relative con-

and plotted as sensitivity curves.

tribution ratio of the jth criterion, respectively. Rj and Gj
range from 0 to 1, so the use of multiplying operator can

In order to quantify the relative contribution ratio of each
criterion, the absolute change of the closeness coefﬁcient is
expressed as Δcj ¼ jc  cj when Δxj ¼ þ20% (c is the original
closeness coefﬁcient). Then the relative change is expressed as:

make the comprehensive index easier to be discriminated.
The criteria with a large Fj should be selected for
MCDM modeling, while the criteria with a small Fj should
be deleted from the original criteria system. The priority of
deleting criteria can be determined according to the value

Δcj  ¼

Δcj
c

of Fj , that is, the criteria with a smaller Fj should be deleted
(14)

earlier. Particularly, if the value of Fj is smaller than the
mean value of all criteria (denoted by Fj ) over one order

The relative contribution ratio of the jth criterion is deﬁned

of magnitude, the relative importance and relative contribution ratio of this criterion are considered signiﬁcantly

as:

smaller than the average level of all criteria and the criteria
Δcj 
Gj ¼ n
× 100%
P
Δcj 

(15)

j¼1

The relative contribution ratio measures the relative inﬂuence of criteria changes to the closeness coefﬁcient, namely,

should be deleted from the original criteria system. In order
to quantify the logical judgment process, the comprehensive
discrimination index of the jth criterion is deﬁned as:
Pj ¼ lg

Fj
Fj

(17)

the relative sensitivity strength of MCDM results to each cri-

The comprehensive discrimination index can reﬂect the

terion. The larger the Gj , the stronger the relative sensitivity

difference between the order of magnitude of Fj and Fj . If

of the jth criterion. Therefore, those criteria with large Gj

Pj > 0, the jth criterion’s Fj is larger than the average level;

should be selected for MCDM modeling.

if Pj < 0, the jth criterion’s Fj is smaller than the average
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level; particularly, if Pj  1, the jth criterion’s Fj is signiﬁ-

resources utilization efﬁciency. Under the premise of ﬂood

cantly smaller than the average level over one order of

control safety, the overall beneﬁts should be maximized as

magnitude, and this criterion should be deleted from the

much as possible. Due to the fact that it is difﬁcult to quan-

original criteria system. Therefore, we choose Pj  1 as

tify ﬂood damage (e.g., economic loss, population impacted,

the threshold value of criteria selection, this threshold

etc.) especially for the real-time scale, ﬂood control target

value can avoid the inﬂuence of criteria selection on

factors (e.g., the highest water level, the terminal water

MCDM results, but it cannot guarantee the original criteria

level, the peak discharge of outﬂow and etc.) are usually

system to be simpliﬁed to the greatest extent. This paper tries

chosen as criteria to assess alternatives instead of using

to transform the criteria selection process from subjective

ﬂood damage directly (Yu et al. ; Fu ; Wang et al.

judgment to quantitative calculation process, however, sub-

; Zhu et al. a).

jectivity is still unavoidable when choosing the appropriate

In this case study, we establish the original criteria

threshold value of criteria selection. In real-world appli-

system consisting of 10 criteria. This ﬁrst criterion is the

cations, we can determine the ultimate threshold value by

difference between the check ﬂood water level and the

decreasing the threshold value step by step until a change

highest water level (denoted as Zch–Zmax), which is used

of MCDM results occur.

to reﬂect the reservoir’s own safety during ﬂood control
operation. The terminal water level is an important criterion used to balance ﬂood control and hydropower

CASE STUDY

generation, a large value of the terminal water level is ben-

Overview of the Pubugou reservoir

ﬂood control risks, while a small value corresponds to a

eﬁcial to hydropower generation but will lead to future
large ﬂood control storage for future use but will result in
The case study is conducted in the Pubugou reservoir which

a low productive head for hydropower generation.

is a key ﬂood control project located in the Daduhe River

Dynamic control of ﬂood limited water level has been

basin in China. The Daduhe River basin is one of the

found to be an effective way to increase hydropower gener-

main tributaries of the Yangtze River and covers an area

ation without causing extra ﬂood control risks during ﬂood

of 90,000 km2. Floods, mainly caused by rainfall, occur fre-

seasons (Li et al. ; Ding et al. ). In this case study,

quently during the ﬂood season from June to August. The

the difference between the terminal water level and ideal

Pubugou reservoir is built for multiple purposes including

water level (denoted as Ze–Zid) is chosen as a second cri-

ﬂood control, hydropower generation, irrigation, water

terion, and the ideal water level (Zid) equals the ﬂood

supply and navigation. The total storage capacity, ﬂood lim-

limited water level, i.e., Zid ¼ 841.00 m. Furthermore, we

ited water level, design ﬂood water level and check ﬂood

use the volume of abandoned water (denoted as Wab) to

control water level are 5.06 billion m3, 841.00 m, 850.24 m

reﬂect the wasting degree of ﬂood resources. The peak dis-

and 853.78 m, respectively. The Leshan city is located at

charge in the downstream ﬂood control section (denoted as

the downstream of the Pubugou reservoir, which is an

Qmax) is chosen to reﬂect the safety of the downstream pro-

important ﬂood control protected region with a population

tected regions. The duration of reservoir outﬂow exceeding

size of 3,544,000 and GDP of 113.48 billion CNY. Locations

the safety discharge in the downstream ﬂood control sec-

of the Daduhe River basin, the Pubugou reservoir and the

tion (denoted as T ) is used to reﬂect the duration of the

Leshan city are shown in Figure 2.

downstream ﬂood control section being damaged by the
ﬂood event. We use spillover volume exceeding the safety

Establishment of the original criteria system

discharge in the downstream ﬂood control section
(denoted as Wex) to reﬂect the degree of the downstream

In reservoir ﬂood control operation, decision makers are

ﬂood control section being damaged by the ﬂood event.

required to schedule releases considering the safety of reser-

Moreover, different operation alternatives may lead to

voirs, the safety of downstream protected regions and ﬂood

different risks for both downstream ﬂood the control section
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Locations of the Daduhe River basin and the Pubugou reservoir.

and the reservoir itself. Therefore, we consider two criteria

et al. a, b), the criteria system is subjectively devel-

for the risk of failure of the dam and its structures (denoted

oped and used for MCDM modeling without conducting

as Zf ) as well as the risk of ﬂooding in the downstream ﬂood

the criteria selection procedure. In this case study, we

control section (denoted as Qf ). The risks (i.e., Zf and Qf )

apply the proposed methodology to examine the relative

are calculated using the methods proposed by Chen et al.

importance and relative contribution ratio of each criterion,

(). Due to the sediment problem, the ﬂood control

and further help decision makers to select appropriate cri-

capability of the reservoir has been reduced to a great

teria for MCDM modeling.

extent, thus in the ﬂood control process, we should consider the sediment load (denoted as Sl ) to expand the

Generation of ﬂood control operation alternatives

reservoir’s life cycle. The Pubugou reservoir is also built
for shipping, which requires the reservoir outﬂow to be as

We establish a ﬂood control optimization operation

stable as possible. Therefore, we choose the standard devi-

model based on the rule of maximum ﬂood peak

ation of outﬂows (denoted as Qsd) as an initial criterion to

reduction to generate feasible ﬂood control operation

measure the inﬂuence of different alternatives to shipping.

alternatives. The maximum ﬂood peak reduction oper-

Among all of the 10 criteria, Zch–Zmax is a beneﬁt criterion,

ation model aims to minimize the peak discharge of

and other criteria are cost criteria.

reservoir outﬂow as well as to mitigate the ﬂood damage

In previous studies (Cheng & Chau , ; Chen &
Hou ; Yu et al. ; Fu ; Wang et al. ; Zhu
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where V(t) represents the reservoir storage at time t, Δt is the

formulated as follows:

time interval, Z(t) and Zm (t) denote the water level and the
Minimize

F¼

T
X

(Qout (t) þ Qe (t))

(18)

t¼1

upper limit of water level at time t, respectively, Ze and Zid
represent the terminal water level and ideal water level,
respectively, and ∇Qm is the permissible outﬂow variation

where t and T are the time sequence and the number of

limit (500 m3/s).

time periods, Qout (t) is reservoir outﬂow, and Qe (t) rep-

An actual ﬂood event is used as the input to the ﬂood

resents the lateral inﬂow between the reservoir and

control system consists of the Pubugou reservoir and

Leshan city.

Leshan city. The stepwise trial-and-error algorithm (Zhong

The constraints of the optimization operation model

et al. ) is employed to solve the established optimization

include water balance constraint, the highest water level

operation model. By setting different upper limits of water

constraint, terminal water level constraint, outﬂow limit

level, 10 non-dominated ﬂood control operation alternatives

constraint, and outﬂow variation limit constraint. These

are generated and their criteria values are obtained after

constraints are formulated below:

reservoir ﬂood routing, as shown in Table 1.
Training the BP neural network

V(t) ¼ V(t  1)


Qin (t) þ Qin (t  1) Qout (t) þ Qout (t  1)
þ

Δt
2
2

Based on the generated 10 alternatives, ideal and anti-ideal
(19)

alternatives are determined using Equations (1) and (2).
The criteria values are randomly sampled and normalized
between the ideal and anti-ideal alternatives by Equations

Z(t)  Zm (t)

(20)

(3) and (6). Then the closeness coefﬁcient is calculated
through Equations (4) and (5), and 30 training samples are

Ze ¼ Zid

(21)

obtained, as shown in Table 2. The sample series from 1
to 25 are used for training, and the sample series from 26

Qout (t)  Qmax (t)

(22)

jQout (t)  Qout (t  1)j  ∇Qm

(23)

to 30 are used for veriﬁcation.
According to the number of original criteria and
Figure 1, the architecture of the BP neural network is deter-

Table 1

|

mined as BP (10: 11: 1). The main parameters of the

Criteria values of the 10 reservoir ﬂood control operation alternatives

Alternative no.

Zch–Zmax (m)

Ze–Zid (m)

Wab (106 m3)

Qmax (m3/s)

T (h)

Wex (106m3)

Zf

Qf

Sl (t)

Qsd (m3/s)

1

4.78

5.44

1970

4810

51

40

0.28

0

290

508

2

5.28

5.10

2100

4880

56

48

0.13

0

277

561

3

5.78

4.58

2220

4940

59

54

0.08

0

260

614

4

6.28

4.02

2350

5020

66

61

0

0

250

667

5

6.78

3.46

2480

5090

72

70

0

0

237

720

6

7.28

3.06

2620

5180

76

74

0

0

224

773

7

7.78

2.45

2750

5270

83

82

0

0

211

826

8

8.28

2.11

2880

5350

87

90

0

0.09

198

879

9

8.78

1.62

2940

5450

91

100

0

0.16

183

932

10

9.28

1.20

3010

5520

96

120

0

0.32

170

985
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Training samples of the BP neural network and the training results

Target
outputs

Inputs

Sample no.

Actual
outputs

Zch–Zmax

Ze–Zid

Wab

Qmax

T

Wex

Sl

Qsd

(m)

(m)

(106 m3)

(m3/s)

(h)

(106 m3)

Zf

Qf

(t)

(m3/s)

Closeness coefﬁcient

Training samples

1
2
3
…
24
25

6.09
7.98
5.86
…
9.05
5.73

4.21
2.43
4.42
…
1.41
4.55

2708
2272
2760
…
2022
2792

5314
5016
5350
…
4846
5371

83
64
85
…
53
87

97
63
101
…
44
103

0.2
0.08
0.21
…
0.01
0.22

0.23
0.09
0.24
…
0.02
0.25

255
205
261
…
176
265

847
646
871
…
532
885

0.286
0.714
0.246
…
0.95
0.214

0.269
0.741
0.222
…
0.914
0.200

Veriﬁcation
samples

26
27
28
29
30

4.96
7.66
6.94
9.05
7.17

5.27
2.73
3.4
1.41
3.19

2968
2344
2511
2022
2459

5492
5066
5179
4846
5144

94
67
74
53
72

117
69
82
44
78

0.27
0.1
0.15
0.01
0.13

0.31
0.12
0.17
0.02
0.15

285
213
232
176
226

966
680
756
532
732

0.036
0.636
0.472
0.95
0.532

0.111
0.666
0.472
0.918
0.530

network include: 0.8 learning rate, 0.5 momentum factor,

0.981 and 0.968, respectively. The results show that the

0.0005 error tolerance, and 30,000 training cycles. First,

aforementioned method of generating training samples pro-

based on the sample series from 1 to 25, the connection

posed can guarantee a high accuracy of network training.

weights are updated systematically by the error-back propa-

Furthermore, the trained network shows a good forecasting

gation algorithm and gradually converge to values such that

performance, namely, the highly nonlinear mapping

each input vector produces the output value that is as close

between the criteria values and the closeness coefﬁcient

as possible to the target output. Second, after the network

has already been established.

training process, the criteria values of sample series from
26 to 30 are used as inputs of the trained network to forecast

Selection of criteria

the closeness coefﬁcient, the actual outputs and target outputs of the closeness coefﬁcient are given in Table 2 and

Based on the trained network, the relative importance, rela-

compared in Figure 3. According to Figure 3, in both train-

tive contribution ratio and comprehensive discrimination

ing and veriﬁcation periods, the trained BP neural

index of each criterion are calculated through Equations

network has very high ﬁtting degrees between the actual

(13), (15) and (17). Then, the initial criteria are selected

and target outputs, the coefﬁcients of determination are

according to the proposed threshold value, the results of criteria selection are listed in Table 3. Furthermore, the
sensitivity analysis is implemented, and the relative changes
of the closeness coefﬁcient against the relative changes of
the criteria values are plotted as sensitivity curves in
Figure 4.
According to Table 3, the ranking of the relative importance is determined as: Zch–Zmax > Wex > Qf > Zf > Qmax >
Sl > T > Ze–Zid > Qsd > Wab. The ranking of the relative contribution ratio is: Qmax > Zch–Zmax > Qf > Zf > Wab > Qsd >
Wex > T > Sl > Ze–Zid. Furthermore, the ranking of the comprehensive discrimination index is then determined as: Zch–

Figure 3

|

Comparison between actual outputs and target outputs of the closeness
coefﬁcient.
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Results of criteria selection
Zch–Zmax

Ze–Zid

Wab

Qmax

T

Wex

Zf

Qf

Sl

Qsd

Rj

0.346

0.030

0.021

0.062

0.036

0.325

0.248

0.293

0.037

0.024

Gj

16.51%

3.50%

7.41%

24.80%

4.70%

5.41%

12.92%

14.91%

3.80%

6.04%

Pj

0.519

1.217

1.046

0.051

1.010

0.007

0.268

0.402

1.090

1.077

Decision

Select

Delete

Delete

Select

Delete

Select

Select

Select

Delete

Delete

relatively good performances on the relative importance
and relative contribution ratio, therefore, it is reasonable
to select these three criteria. It can be found that Qmax has
a large relative contribution ratio but a small relative importance, while Wex has a large relative importance but a small
relative contribution ratio. Therefore, if we only examine the
relative importance when selecting criteria, those criteria
with large relative contribution ratios may be deleted by mistake, and vice versa. In this paper, we recommend using the
comprehensive discrimination index, which combines both
Figure 4

|

Sensitivity analysis of closeness coefﬁcient to the 10 criteria.

discrimination indices of ﬁve criteria (i.e., T; Wab; Qsd; Sl;
Ze–Zid) are smaller than 1, indicating that the relative
importance and relative contribution ratio of these ﬁve criteria can be considered signiﬁcantly smaller than the
average level of all criteria over one order of magnitude.
According to the principle and threshold value of criteria
selection, they should be deleted from the original criteria
system. The comprehensive discrimination indices of the
other ﬁve criteria (i.e., Zch–Zmax; Qf; Zf; Wex; Qmax) are
greater than 1 and these criteria should be selected for
further MCDM modeling.

the relative importance and relative contribution ratio, for
criteria selection.
In hydrological forecasting problems, forecasted results
are usually compared with the benchmark results (i.e., the
measures values) to test the performance of forecasting
models (Zhu et al. a). However, such a benchmark
alternative in MCDM problems of ﬂood control operation
is difﬁcult to determine to examine the effectiveness and
rationality of the proposed methodology. Instead, multiple
MCDM methods should be simultaneously used to test the
sensitivity and rationality of the results (Hajkowicz & Collins ). Therefore, we use the TOPSIS model (Hwang
& Yoon ), fuzzy matter-element model (Cai ) and
fuzzy optimization model (Fu ) to evaluate the 10

Rationality analysis of criteria selection

ﬂood control operation alternatives (listed in Table 1) simultaneously. These three models differ basically depending on

According to Table 3, it is reasonable to delete T, Wab, Qsd,

how they: (1) determine marginal evaluation on each cri-

Sl and Ze–Zid, because they get the worst performances on

terion; and (2) aggregate marginal evaluations across

the relative importance as well as relative contribution

criteria to achieve a global evaluation (Durbach & Stewart

ratio, and their comprehensive discrimination indices are

). The TOPSIS model determines the best alternative

smaller than the threshold value as well. The comprehensive

which is simultaneously closest to the ideal point and farth-

discrimination indices of Zch–Zmax, Qf and Zf are greater

est from the anti-ideal point. The fuzzy matter-element

than zero, indicating that the relative importance and rela-

model is a classical MCDM method based on the theory

tive contribution ratio of these three criteria are better

of matter element analysis. The fuzzy optimization model

than the average level of all criteria because they get

uses fuzzy ideal and anti-ideal weight distances to calculate
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fuzzy membership degrees, by which the rank of candidate

BP neural network. The main conclusions are summarized

alternatives are determined directly without a need to com-

as follows.

pare fuzzy numbers. The original criteria system and the

Based on the concepts of ideal and anti-ideal points, we

selected criteria system are used as the inputs of the three

proposed a method to generate training samples of the BP

MCDM models, and each criterion is assigned with equal

neural network via stochastic simulation. The topological

weight. The MCDM results of the three models before and

structure of a three-layer BP neural network used for criteria

after criteria selection are compared in Table 4. It can be

selection was established. The relative importance of criteria

seen from Table 4 that all these three MCDM models get

was derived via the learned connection weights of a trained

consistent ranking orders of the 10 alternatives before and

BP neural network, and its calculation method was

after criteria selection. The results demonstrate that deleting

proposed.

T, Wab, Qsd, Sl and Ze–Zid does not inﬂuence the MCDM

The sensitivity curve method was employed to conduct

results because these criteria are inherently unimportant to

sensitivity analysis, and the relative contribution ratio was

the MCDM results as well as having a weak sensitivity.

deﬁned to quantify the relative sensitivity strength of each

Before selection, some criteria may be highly correlated

criterion.

and measure the same underlying factor, this may be

The principle and threshold value of criteria selection

another reason for deleting some criteria without changing

were presented based on the comprehensive discrimination
index deﬁned by the combination of the relative importance

the MCDM results.

and relative contribution ratio.
We applied the proposed methodology to a case study.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The original criteria system consisting of 10 criteria was
established. Then, the ﬂood control optimization operation

In reservoir ﬂood control operation, candidate alternatives

model based on the rule of maximum ﬂood peak reduction

are ranked through MCDM approaches, and selecting cri-

was developed to generate 10 ﬂood control operation

teria is the most important part of the MCDM process.

alternatives. The results from the case study indicate that

This paper proposed a method to select criteria for

the method of generating training samples via stochastic

MCDM of reservoir ﬂood control operation based on the

simulation can guarantee a high accuracy of network

Table 4

|

Comparison between MCDM results before and after criteria selection using three MCDM models

TOPSIS model
Before

After

Fuzzy matter-element model

Fuzzy optimization model

Before

Before

After

After

Alternative no.

ci

Rank

ci

Rank

ρHi

Rank

ρHi

Rank

ui

Rank

ui

Rank

1

0.515

9

0.508

9

0.215

9

0.201

9

0.480

9

0.488

9

2

0.698

7

0.698

7

0.398

7

0.372

7

0.584

7

0.591

7

3

0.784

5

0.786

5

0.486

5

0.492

5

0.671

5

0.683

5

4

0.892

1

0.889

1

0.628

1

0.644

1

0.739

1

0.742

1

5

0.887

2

0.884

2

0.593

2

0.602

2

0.734

2

0.736

2

6

0.880

3

0.881

3

0.581

3

0.571

3

0.730

3

0.731

3

7

0.872

4

0.871

4

0.561

4

0.510

4

0.723

4

0.726

4

8

0.772

6

0.772

6

0.443

6

0.451

6

0.643

6

0.651

6

9

0.658

8

0.666

8

0.329

8

0.318

8

0.555

8

0.562

8

10

0.499

10

0.492

10

0.183

10

0.162

10

0.398

10

0.412

10

Note: ci, ρHi and ui represent the comprehensive evaluation index of TOPSIS model, fuzzy matter-element model and fuzzy optimization model, respectively.
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training. The relative importance based on the learned connection weights can provide valuable information about the
inherent contribution of each criterion to the MCDM
results. This paper transforms the criteria selection process
from subjective judgment to quantitative calculation process, and provides an effective tool for decision makers to
select criteria before MCDM modeling of reservoir ﬂood
control operation.
It should be mentioned that the case study performed in
the ﬂood control system consists of a single reservoir and a
single ﬂood control section. However, compared with multireservoir systems, the original criteria system will be more
complicated since more criteria are required to assess the
performances of candidate alternatives, and the complexity
will increase with the increasing number of reservoirs. Consequently, for large-scale multi-reservoir systems, the
proposed methodology may have more effective applications to select appropriate criteria for MCDM modeling,
which can further reduce the dimensionality of the original
criteria system and simplify the MCDM modeling process.
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